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The Heart of the Matter
The Human Side of Digital Transformation

Kerim Akgonul, Senior VP of Products, Pegasystems
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Human adaptability

Astro Teller, Captain of Moonshots (CEO), Alphabet X

cited in Thank You for Being Late by Thomas Friedman

We are here
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Business

ITTechnology

Gaps we face in our own companies

Alignment gaps



Gaps we face in our own companies

Tech & Organisational gaps

Technology

Organisational



All of those self-imposed gaps ultimately create 

the biggest gap of all

Satisfying those expectationsCustomer experience 

expectations
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• Need a hero A Digital Hero

• Technology, innovation, 

and analytics

• Organisational

alignment

• Agile approach to 

collaboration
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• Need a hero
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• Need a hero
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• Need a hero



Outcomes

Design your microjourneys with stages and steps
Account Opening | Loan Origination

1. Pre-qualification 2. Processing 3. Underwriting 4.  Closing and Funding 5. Post-Close

Documentation

Settlement services

Loan package

Analysis

Compliance review

Conditions

Decision

Review loan package

Confirmation

Settlement agent

Closing package

Closing

Doc package

Loan servicing

Follow-up

Borrower info

Credit check & score

Level and pricing

Product selection

Rate lock
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Empathy
• Customers • Developers• Employees



Empathy for 

Your 

Customers





FACEBOOK

TWITTER

FACEBOOK 

MESSENGER

APPLE 

BUSINESS 

CHAT

TWITTER DM

GOOGLE RCS

SMS

WEB CHAT

MOBILE CHAT

EMAIL
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3 out of 5 humans

think that AI can’t behave morally

2 out of 3 believe that companies have an obligation to 

do what’s morally right beyond what’s legally required( )



1 out of 4 humans

think AI will take over the world 



would like to have a machine 

say it loves them

1 out of 3 humans
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Next Best Action



Which strategy fits 

their situation?

No-action strategy
(otherwise)

Sales strategy
(if profitable sale likely)

Retention strategy
(if churn likely & CLV high)

Service strategy
(if service issue)

Collections strategy
(if in arrears)

Contextual decisions
Next best action



“I believe that with how we use data and decisioning, we can 

truly get back to the way banking was done in the 1970’s… 

Every time we’re talking to you, it's about what's right for 

you, based on everything we know about you.”

- Christian Nelissen

“The Data Guy”, Head of Analytics, RBS

• 18 Channels integrated in 4 years

• 4 Billion customer interactions per year

• 35% Less impressions (waste)

• 6X Increase in response rate

• 8X Increase in credit card applications

• 20% Improvement in balance retention

• 18 Point increase In NPS

• 10-1 Return on Investment
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Empathy for 

Employees
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Employees switch apps 1,100 times a day.
SOURCE: Demystifying the desktop, Pega, September 2018
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Empathy for 

Developers



• Business and IT collaborate in a 

single model-driven environment

• Proven to deliver 12X faster than 

traditional coding

• Automatically generates  

documentation

Low Code App Development

SOFTWARE THAT

WRITES YOUR

SOFTWARE™

CLOUD 

CHOICE



• Configure the look and feel at runtime 

directly with mobile form factor preview

• Responsive templates for mobile and 

tablet

• Mobile specific templates for swipe 

actions, pull to refresh and more right out 

of the box

• Intelligent controls for mobile presentation

Low code Mobile App Authoring Experience
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Logic AI PeopleRobotics Process Data Integration



• Employees gain the freedom

and confidence to build the 

apps they need to succeed.

• IT has the control to ensure 

every app is created within 

organisational guardrails—

whether it’s one or 1,000.

• Organisations can now 

operationalise and scale low-

code development company-

wide. 

Pega Enterprise Low-Code Factory 

Learn more on the Pega Community
https://community.pega.com/low-code-factory

Providing the tools, training, and guidelines for anyone to quickly develop enterprise apps 

https://community.pega.com/low-code-factory


“We managed to reduce cost 

by a factor of four… and 

eliminated 93% of touches.”

Gilles Leyrat

SVP of Customer and Partner Services

Future-proof your business
…one journey at time
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CUSTOMER

ENGAGEMENT

DIGITAL

PROCESS

AUTOMATION

Pega Robotic 

Automation™

Pega Platform™

• Case Management

• No-code App Dev

• Mobile

Pega Marketing™

Pega Customer 

Service™

Pega Sales 

Automation™

Pega Customer 

Decision Hub™

Microjourney Architecture™



The ONLY unified architecture for Digital Transformation

CUSTOMER 
ENGAGEMENT

END-TO-END WORK 
MANAGEMENT 

REAL-TIME 
DECISIONS & AI

DIGITAL PROCESS 
AUTOMATION

Gartner

“The highest reference customer rating for customer usability.

The best ability to build, maintain, and change complex cases.

The highest overall product satisfaction ratings.”

As of July 2017 As of February 2019



Every day, Pega powers…

MILLIONS 

of automated processes

BILLIONS 

of customer interactions 

TRILLIONS 

of dollars of business

If you’ve driven a car, used your 

credit card, called a company for 

service, opened an account, applied 

for a loan, accepted an offer, flown 

on an airplane, paid a bill, submitted 

a claim, or countless other things 

you do in your day…

…you’ve interacted with Pega.
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